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Follow us on facebook or visit 
www.hooftrimming.co.uk to 
keep up-to-date with crush 
developments and supplies.

Your one stop for...
          Livestock Services     Crushes and Supplies
          Agricultural Fabrication    Agricultural Contracting

Hooftrimming Ltd was set up in 2005 by Steve 
Jones, a NACFT-accredited hoof trimmer. Using 
the latest techniques, Steve provides farmers 
and vets nationwide with a timely, comprehensive 
hoofcare service.

Since 2002, Steve has also been experimenting 
with the modification of crushes to enhance their 
performance. Years of technical and practical 
experience has culminated in our very own range 
of bespoke hooftrimming crushes to suit both 
farmers and professionals.

Using superior engineering and top quality parts, 
our crushes are all built in-house to a very high 
standard and we offer a reliable after-sales service 
to help guide you through any problems you may 
have.

From our warehouse in Cheshire, we 
also offer one of the widest range 
of cattle hooftrimming supplies and 
accessories in the UK. From protective 
clothing to knives, grinders, bandages, 
hoof care products and everything 
inbetween, we can offer customers a 
reliable, next-day delivery service on 
most products at very competitive prices.

The HTL Static Electric Crush is now a much admired market leader 
in its field! Built in Cheshire and ergonomically designed for both cow 
and operator comfort, this crush is suitable for any size herd where 
the operator wants an easier way of handling cattle of all sizes for 
hooftrimming without the backache.

HTL STATIC MANUAL 
HOOFTRIMMING CRUSH

OUR ABILITY
IS YOUR HERD’S MOBILITY

Disclaimer
Please note that all details were correct at the time of printing. However, we 
reserve the right to change the specification, price and any other factor at any 
time without notice. Please check all details before ordering.
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Electric Rear Leg Hoist
A tried and tested, heavy duty electric winch to 
take the effort and back ache out of lifting hind 
legs. Comes complete with a remote control 
handset, rope and leg strap.

Spring-assisted Rear Rump Bar
This market-leading rump bar  incorporates 
internal springs so that hind legs are held 
securely, yet comfortably, to reduce the risk of 
sudden movement when trimming with either 
knives or grinders.

Side-opening Panels
To add to the versatility of this crush, these full 
access opening side panels allow clear access to 
cattle for vet inspections/procedures, clipping, 
mothering, etc.

Two-section Galvanised Steel Rear Gates
A pair of two-sectioned, hinged gates provide an 
easier way of guiding cattle into the crush.

Front Leg Assembly with Hand Wind Ratchets
These well designed, angled front leg blocks with 
hand wind ratchets enable you to safely lift front 
feet onto the block and tie down securely to reduce 
movement whilst trimming.

Non-slip Rubber Flooring
Our bubble top rubber matting improves cattle 
comfort and stability.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Maximum External Dimensions (With No Optional Extras)
           2.1 metres long
           1.2 metres wide      
           2.1 metres high

1.7 metres internal height

Weight = Approx. 350kgs

     Strong, ergonomically designed galvanised steel frame construction
     Adjustable self-locking head gate
     Adjustable height wooden front leg blocks with tie-down system
     Galvanised steel tread-plate flooring
     Wide rubber bellyband
     Braked winches on rear leg lift and bellyband
     Rear rump chain

Ergonomically designed without compromise 
and featuring exceptional build quality, the HTL 
Static Manual Hooftrimming Crush provides 
an economical, yet safe, solution for everyday 
hooftrimming needs.

The strong, galvanised steel frame construction 
ensures cattle are safely restrained for 
routine, preventative or curative trimming. The 
adjustable, self-locking head gate enhances its 
ease of use and makes it suitable for handling 
cattle of any size. The adjustable height front leg 
blocks with tie-down system aids the trimming 
of front feet, whilst the rump chain secures the 
hind quarters whilst trimming the rear feet. 
The rump chain also adds to the versatility 
of this crush, making it suitable for AI or vet 
inspections.

The wide rubber bellyband, which works off a 
braked winch, folds nicely around the cow and 
is located to ensure a comfortable, but secure, 
support position. The back leg is also lifted via 
a braked winch, adding to the overall safety for 
the operator.

HTL STATIC MANUAL 
HOOFTRIMMING CRUSH


